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Abstract— The conventional receiver for DS-CDMA communications is
the RAKE receiver which is a matched filter (MF), matched to the op-
erations of spreading, pulse shape filtering and channel filtering. The
RAKE receiver assumes a sparse/pathwise channel model so that the chan-
nel matched filtering gets done pathwise, with delay adjustment and decor-
relation per path and maximum-ratio combining of path contributions at
the symbol rate. Original RAKE receivers work with continuous delays,
which are tracked by an Early-Late scheme. This requires signal interpo-
lation and leads to suboptimal treatment of diffuse portions in the channel
impulse response. These disadvantages can be avoided by a discrete-time
RAKE, operating at a certain oversampled rate. Proper sparse modeling of
the channel is an approximation problem that requires exploitation of the
limited bandwidth of the pulse shape. We propose and simulate a number
of sparse channel approximation algorithms along the lines of Matching
Pursuit, of which the Recursive Early-Late (REL) approach appears most
promising. We also analyze and simulate the effect of channel estimation
on the RAKE output SINR.

Keywords—RAKE receiver, discrete-time RAKE, sparse channel model,
channel approximation, channel estimation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) option of the FDD mode
of the 3GPP UMTS proposal for cellular wireless communica-
tions, both uplink and downlink use DS-CDMA communica-
tions. This paper focuses on the downlink, in which a set of
orthogonal periodic spreading sequences are used, to take ad-
vantage of the synchronicity (between intracell users) of the
downlink. To limit interference between cells though, a cell-
dependent scrambling gets added which does not destroy the
orthogonality between the intracell users.

The classical single-user receiver used in the forward link is
the continuous-timeRAKE receiver, which is a channel matched
filter (MF), where the (total) channel is the convolution of the
spreading sequence, the pulse-shape filter and the multipath
propagation channel. The term RAKE refers to a sparse channel
impulse response model in which the finite number of specu-
lar paths leads to fingers (contributions at various delays) in the
channel impulse response. The propagation channel MF is a MF
to a sparsified approximation̂hpr(t) for the propagation channel
hpr(t), in the sense that the convolutionp(t)� ĥpr(t) should ap-
proximate the convolutionp(t) � hpr(t).

Introducing an oversampling factor so that the Nyquist crite-
rion (corresponding to the bandwidth of the pulse-shaping fil-
ter) is satisfied, both the propagation channel MF and the pulse-
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shape MF can be moved after the sampling operation (if an
antialiasing filter is introduced before the sampling operation),
leading to a discrete-time RAKE implementation. Assuming the
true propagation channel is sparse, its discrete-time representa-
tion ĥprk should ideally be about equally sparse and the estima-
tion of the path delays becomes an issue of detecting at which
sampling instants a finger should be put. Another advantage
of the discrete-time RAKE is that if the true channel is diffuse,
a continuous-time approximation may run into the problem of
concentrating many paths around the same time instant, while in
the discrete-time RAKE only resolvable paths are considered.

To have a sparse channel representation, in the discrete-time
RAKE we have to apply an approximation strategy in which the
convolution of the sparse channel modelĥprk with the sampled
pulse-shapepk approximates the sampled version of the con-
volution p(t) � hpr(t) of the true channel and the pulse-shape
(Matching Pursuit techniques).

In this paper we study two Matching Pursuit techniques for
sparse channel estimation. We also analyze the normalized
mean square channel estimation error and its effect on the
RAKE output SINR under some idealized circumstances.

II. M ULTIUSER DOWNLINK DATA MODEL

Fig. 1 shows the downlink signal model in baseband. TheK
users are assumed to transmit linearly modulated signals over
the same linear multipath channel with additive noise and inter-
cell interference. The symbol and chip periodsT andTc are re-
lated through the spreading factorL = T=Tc, which is assumed
here to be common for all the users. The total chip sequencebl
is the sum of the chip sequences of all the users, each one given
by the product between thenth symbol of thekth user and an
aperiodic spreading sequencewk;l which is itself the product
of a periodic Walsh-Hadamard (with unit energy) spreading se-
quenceck = [ck;0 ck;1 � � �ck;L�1]

T , and a base-station specific
unit magnitude complex scrambling sequencesl with variance
1, wk;l = ck;l mod Lsl:

bl =
KX
k=1

bk;l =
KX
k=1

ak;b l
L
cwk;l : (1)

The scrambling operation is a multiplication of chip rate se-
quences. The spreading operation could be represented simi-
larly, or alternatively as a filtering of an upsampled symbol se-
quence with the spreading sequence as impulse response, as in-
dicated in the figure. The chip sequencebl gets transformed



into a continuous-time signal by filtering it with the pulse shape
p(t) and then passes through the multipath propagation channel
hpr(t) to yield the received signaly(t). The receiver samples
M times per chip the lowpass filtered received signal.
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Fig. 1. Downlink signal model

Stacking theM samples per chip period in vectors, we get for
the sampled received signal

yl =
KX
k=1

N�1X
i=0

hibk;l�i + vl ; (2)

where

yl =

2
64

y1;l
...

yM;l

3
75 ;hl =

2
64

h1;l
...

hM;l

3
75 ;vl =

2
64

v1;l
...

vM;l

3
75 : (3)

Herehl represents the vectorized samples of the overall chan-
nel, including pulse shape, propagation channel and receiver fil-
ter. The overall channel is assumed to have a delay spread ofN
chips. If we model the scrambling sequence and the symbol se-
quences as independent i.i.d. sequences, then the chip sequence
bl is a sum ofK uncorrelated white noises (chip rate i.i.d. se-
quences, hence stationary). The intracell contribution toyl then
is a stationary (vector) process (the continuous-time counterpart
is cyclostationary with chip period). The intercell interference is
a sum of contributions that are of the same form as the intracell
contribution. The remaining noise is assumed to be white sta-
tionary noise. Hence the sum of intercell interference and noise,
vl, is stationary.

III. RAKE RX STRUCTURE AND OUTPUTSINR

As shown in Fig. 2, the RAKE receiver is a channel matched fil-
ter followed by a descrambler and a correlator with the spread-
ing code of the user of interest, which is here assumed to be user
1. If a sparse (path-wise) representation is used for the channel,
then the channel matched filter leads to a RAKE structure with
one finger per path. The channel matched filter is anticausal
in principle, if the channel is causal. We shall assume the cas-
cade of pulse-shape and channel to be causal so that the receiver
outputs symbol estimates for the user of interest with a certain
delay. The channel MF is MISO at chip rate. In Fig. 2, the oper-
ation “S/P” denotes a serial to parallel conversion which stacks
theL most recent inputs into a vector. The correlator can also be

viewed as a matched filter, matched to the spreading code filter,
but here it is simply depicted as an inner product on a downsam-
pled vectorized signal.
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Fig. 2. The downlink receiver structure

Let’s substitute for a moment the channel MFhH with a general
linear filterf . Then leth(z) =

PN�1
l=0 hlz

�l be theM�1 FIR
channel transfer function andf(z) =

PP�1
l=0 f lz

�l the1�M
FIR filter transfer function of lengthP chips. Then the cascade
of channelh and filterf givesf(z)h(z) =

PP+N�2
l=0 �lz

�l =
�(z). In particular, for a zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer with a de-
lay of d chips, we getf(z)h(z) = z�d, but generally the sym-
bol estimate gets produced with a certain delay ofl1+1 symbol
periods whered = l1L+ l2 (l1 = b d

L
c, l2 = d mod L). More

precisely, the receiver outputs

�d ba1;n�l1�1 = cH1 Xn ; Xn = SHn�l1�1T (f)Y n (4)

whereXn is a vector of descrambled filter outputs andY n is
the received signal.Sn = diag fsn;L�1; : : : ; sn;1; sn;0g is a di-
agonal matrix of scrambling code coefficientssn;l = snL+l,
while T (f) is the block Toeplitz filtering matrix withf =�
f0� � �fP�1

�
(padded with zeros) as first block row. We have

for the filter-channel cascade

T (f)T (h0) = T (�) = T (�d) + T (�d) (5)

whereT (h0) is again a block Toeplitz filtering matrix with the
zero paddedh0 = [h0 � � �hN�1] as first block row and

� = [�0 � � ��P+N�2] ; �d = [0 � � �0 �d 0 � � �0]
�d = [�0 � � ��d�1 0 �d+1 � � ��P+N�2]
�d = fh :

(6)

In the noiseless case (and no intercell interference), the use of a
ZF equalizer leads to�d = [0 � � �0] andba1;n�l1�1 = a1;n�l1�1
(�d = 1). For the RAKE receiver,�d = khk2, P = N , where
h = [hTN�1 � � �h

T
0 ]
T .

The analysis done in [2] shows that, due to the orthogonality of
the spreading codes and to the presumed i.i.d. character of the
noise, the SINR at the receiver output,�, is

�f =
�2
1
j�dj

2

fRV V f
H
+
�2
tot
L

k�dk2
=

�2
1
j�dj

2

fRY Y f
H
�
�2
tot
L

j�dj2

�RAKE =
�2
1
khk4

hH
RY Yh�

�2
tot
L

khk4

(7)
where�2k = E jak;nj2, �2tot =

PK

k=1 �
2
k and

RYY = RV V +
�2tot
L
T (h0)T H (h0).

IV. CHANNEL ESTIMATION STRATEGIES

In the classical channel estimation approach, a pilot sequence
gets correlated with the received (pilot) signal. To estimate the



path delays of the sparse channel, this approach looks for the
positions of the maxima in this correlation (Early-Late tech-
nique). But due to oversampling and pulse-shape filtering, spu-
rious maxima appear in the correlation, corresponding to the
sidelobes of the pulse shape. The optimal approach considers
a basis decomposition of the channel impulse response with the
basis functions being delayed versions of the pulse shape. The
basis decomposition gets estimated by an analysis-by-synthesis
technique. Of course, the optimal approach leads to an exhaus-
tive search, so suboptimal approaches are needed.
We assume that training chips are sent in every user slot dur-
ing transmission. Let’s defineB1 = B1 
 IM as the block
Hankel matrix containing the training chip sequence of user 1
(the user of interest here); andY is the received signal dur-
ing the training sequence, vectorsgMp

=
�
g1g2 � � �gMp

�T
and

�Mp
=
�
�1 � � ��Mp

�
are the (complex) path amplitudes and de-

lays (�i 2 [�min; �max], the�i are integers here, denoting a delay
in units of sampling period); finallyP i(� i) is the matrix of the
delayed pulse shape matched filters

P i (� i) =

2
664

...
...

pk��1 � � � pk��i
...

...

3
775

� i = [�1 � � � �i] gi = [g1 � � �gi]
T

wherepk is the oversampled root raised cosine with roll-off
0:22. The colums ofP i contain in fact samples ofpk�� . Then
we can write the column vector containing the samples of the
pulse shape - propagation channel cascade ash = PMp

gMp
.

Due to the whiteness of the training chips, the least-squares fit-
ting problem for the sparse channel parameters becomes

arg min
�Mp ;gMp

kY �B1PMp

�
�Mp

�
gMp

k2 �

arg min
�Mp ;gMp

kbh� PMp

�
�Mp

�
gMp

k2

wherebh=
�
BH
1 B1

��1
BH
1 Y � ��1BH

1 Y =
P

nB
�
1 (n)y(n)

and� represents the training chip sequence energy. Note that
the sparse channel estimation problem is separable: it becomes
a two step process in which an FIR channel gets estimated in
the first step and the FIR channel estimate gets approximated
by a sparse model in a second step. The second step becomes
Least-Squares fitting problem between the FIR estimatebh of
the overall channel and a sparse modelh = PMp

gMp
of it.

The sampling rate discrete-time channel impulse response can
be written ashn =

PMp

i=1 gipn��i .

A. Recursive Least-Squares Fitting (RLSF)

This class of techniques minimizes with respect to the path
delays and amplitudes the error between the FIR estimate of the
overall channel and its theoretical expression. At each iteration
(path to be added), we can reoptimize the amplitudes found in
the previous steps or not (Matching Pursuit). Within this class,
the best technique we can envisage (amplitude reoptimization at
every position) is then:

RLSF for i = 1; � � � ;Mpb�i = arg min
�i;gi

kbh�P i (b� i) gik2
end

B. Recursive Early-Late (REL)

This technique derives from the basic Early-Late approach,
and corresponds to applying the Matching Pursuit technique to
the convolution between the FIR estimate of the overall channel
ĥn and the pulse-shape matched filter (p��n). In matrix notation
(when reoptimizing jointly by LS the amplitudes):

REL P 0 = 0 bg0 = 0
� for i = 1; � � � ;Mp

b�i = argmax
�

jPH
1 (� )

�bh� P i�1 (b� i�1) bgi�1
�
j2

bgi =
�
PH
i (b� i)P i (b� i)

��1
PH
i (b� i) bh

end

where multiplying withPH
1 (� ) for all � corresponds to con-

volving with p��n. The reoptimization could be done only for
the amplitude of the current iteration, in which case we have:

bgi =
�
PH
1 (b�i)P 1 (b�i)

��1
PH
1 (b�i) bh. In this last case, if

f0n = fn = bhn � p��n andqn = pn � p
�
�n, the loop is:

REL for i = 1; � � � ;Mp

�i = argmax
n

jf i�1n j2

gi = f�i=q0
f in = fn �

Pi

l=1 gl qn��l = f i�1n � gi qn��i
end

V. CHANNEL ESTIMATION & SINR DEGRADATION

We assume a specular channel model and we assume that the
number of paths for the estimated channel equals the number
of paths in the true channel,Mp. We shall analyze the SINR
degradation due to channel estimation for a fictitious estimator
that somehow knows how to put the discrete-time delays opti-
mally. The performance results thus obtained will represent a
bound for the actual performance of the algorithms considered
in the previous section. We will also specialize here in a first
instance the results to the case in which the true channel delays
happen to fall at discrete-time instants. In that case it is imme-
diate to define the optimal discrete-time delays.
AssumeN is the channel length in chip periods and the FIR fil-
terf is an estimate of the overall (pulse-shape plus propagation
channel) channel matched filter, that isfH = ĥ = h + ~h (~h is
the channel estimation error - we take heref to have the same
length and position as the channel matched filter). Let’s define
NP as the number of training chips,�2k;P as the variance of

training symbols for userk andP = P̂Mp

�
P̂
H

Mp
P̂Mp

��1
P̂
H

Mp

as the projection on the subspace spanned by the columns of

P̂
H

Mp
, then we can rewrite the (numerator and denominator) av-

eraged SINR as

SINR =
�21Ejĥ

H
hj2

E
n
ĥ
H
RYY ĥ�

�2tot
L
jĥ
H
hj2

o (8)



=
�21Ejĥ

H
hj2

h
H
PRY Y Ph+ Tr

�
RY YC~h~h

	
�

�2tot
L
Ejĥ

H
hj2

whereE denotes expectation,TrfAg trace of matrixA and
C~h~h the covariance matrix of the channel estimation error,
whose expression is given at the end of this section.
In the case of “no delay approximation” (P̂Mp

= PMp
)

Ph = h) and NP

N
! 1 it is possible to show that the aver-

aged SINR becomes approximatively:

SINR =
�21A

�2vkhk
2 +

�2tot
L

(k�hk2 �A) +B
(9)

whereA = khk4 + �
2

vL

�2
1;P

NP
khk2 +

�
2

tot;P��
2

1;P

�2
1;P

NP
k�hk2,

B = 1

�2
1;P

NP

�
L�4vMp + �2v

�
�2tot + �2tot;P � �21;P

�
TrfCg

�
+ 1

�2
1;P

NP

�
�
2

tot

L

�
�2tot;P � �21;P

�
TrfC2g

�
,

andC = PT (h)T H (h)P. The power�2tot;P denotes the total

training symbol power,�2tot;P =
PK

k=1 �
2
k;P and�h is defined

as�h = hHT (h0), so that�N = hHh = khk2.
The Normalized Mean Square channel estimation Error

(NMSE) is given byNMSE =
TrfC~h~hg

khk2
, where

C~h~h =
L�2v

�21;PNp

P+
�2tot;P � �21;P

�21;PNp

PT (h)T H(h)P

These SINR expressions for the downlink RAKE allow us to
make the following observations. First, in the absence of chan-
nel estimation error, the SINR is not the same when the (in-
tracell) interference gets replaced by white noise of the same
power. Second, the effect of channel estimation error is not quite
the same as when one treats the channel estimation error as an
increase in additive noise.

VI. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES

To evaluate the SINR loss due to channel estimation with re-
spect to its theoretical expression (perfect channel knowledge)
of Eq. 7bis and the channel estimation error (NMSE), we per-
formed various simulations, with different set of parameters.
All the K users are considered synchronous and use the same
spreading factor SF. The UMTS chip rate is assumed (3.84
Mchips/sec) and an oversampling factor ofM = 2 is used in
the simulations.

In the figures below, “true” refers to a RAKE receiver that has
complete knowledge of the channel, “G estim” refers to a RAKE
RX that knows the true delays but estimates the amplitudes of
every path by LS fitting, “EL-LS estim” refers to a RAKE RX
that estimates the propagation channel by the basic Early-late
approach (puts the delays at the largest samples ofĥk � p��k and
performs LS optimization of the amplitudes), “LS-OPT estim”
refers to a RAKE RX that estimates the propagation channel
by RLSF (section IV-A), “rec EL-LS estim” refers to a RAKE
RX that estimates the propagation channel by REL (section IV-
B) and “Analysis” to the theoretical performance when the true
delays are integer multiples of the sampling period.

In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the environment is UMTS Indoor (2
paths, delay spread of about 1�s, -10 dB avg power of the sec-
ond path w.r.t. the first), spreading factor isL = 8 with K = 2
users transmitting with the same power and 20% of the slot sym-
bols are considered training symbols.

It is remarkable to note that the basic EL approach can have
better SINR performance than the true RAKE. This is indeed
the case when there is one dominating path. From an SINR
point of view, it is better in that case to put the taps on the main
path lobe, leading to less interchip interference and hence to bet-
ter SINR, than to perform channel matched filtering. But (here
and in general) we can note how the NMSE performance of the
REL approach is much closer to the performance of a RAKE
that knows the true delay (“G estim” curve) than the basic EL
performance.
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